THE INS AND OUTS OF CURVED STAIR FABRICATION

Mciej Jankowski – Artistic Iron Works
Benjamin Moseley – The Heirloom Companies
Tony Leto – Wagner Companies
Why take on the challenge of a curved stair?

WE DON'T GROW WHEN THINGS ARE EASY. WE GROW WHEN WE FACE CHALLENGES.
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Curved stairs have always been an architectural wonder
Curved stairs often have a element of mystery
Curved stairs are often the focal point of the room for the natural beauty
Curved stairs are one of the best ways to show our talents
Why take on the challenge of a curved stair? Marketing!

Klahm & Sons
The Mitch Heitler Award
STEEL CANOPY WITH A SINGLE PLY ROOF MEMBRANE ROOF; 1X TREG BOARDS HUNG VERTICALLY UNDER CANOPY, DRAINAGE THROUGH DRAINS TO RAIN CHAINS

CENTER RAIL STRINGER STEEL STAIR (PAINT FINISH) BY THE HEIRLOOM COMPANY W/ WOOD TREADS, OPEN RISERS, AND BRUSHED STAINLESS RAILINGS W/ STAINLESS STEEL WIRE RAILS FOR 4" SPHERE
Types of curved stairs:

True circular stair:
- The skirt boards have a consistent radius
- All of the treads are the same
- All of the riser lines originate from the center point of the radius
THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING

Please make sure to complete your session survey.